CASE STUDY: MANUFACTURING

Building a web site
to capture leads

Overview
Bay Shore Systems, a manufacturer of foundation drill rigs used worldwide, had a website that was nonresponsive, difficult to navigate and did not reflect the cutting-edge engineering capabilities of the team
or its stellar customer service. With a desire to grow the company’s visibility and generate more leads
online, GA Creative was engaged to push the Bay Shore Systems’ brand forward starting with its website.

Website before

Discovering the difference
In any branding exercise, our goal is to bring a company’s
differentiators to the forefront. The entire Bay Shore sales team
was engaged in the process, with the opportunity for input
at each stage. We conducted a survey of the internal team to
gather opinions up front. And crafted a customer survey to see
how customer opinions were in synch with, or differed from,
internal viewpoints.
With the customer research in hand, we found that one of the
bigger challenges was communicating quickly and effectively
with the “in-the-field” customer, who was looking for service on
an existing rig while at the same time provided much needed
technical information to “in-office” customers who needed
vital and accurate information for submitting information for
Request for Proposals (RFPs).

Discovering the difference
A competitor review identified four main areas of opportunity.
Key findings included:

Many competitor sites were dated.
There was an opportunity to stand
apart with a more up to date look
and feel, and site design.

Only some competitors were on
social channels. There was an
opportunity to connect with their
customers where they are and use
social channels to drive visitors to
the new website.

Few competitors offered compelling
content to capture user info. There
was an opportunity to rise to the top
with content marketing.

Attracting traffic and capturing leads
We built our strategy around increasing website conversions
and website best practices. Key elements of the website
strategy include:
•

A custom photo shoot to build a library of photos of the
team at Bay Shore to compliment the existing rig library.

•

Optimized the site for search (SEO), such as tagging
images in the new photo gallery.

•

Integrated the blog with Facebook and Twitter with
automatic posts to both platforms with each new blog.

•

Integrated YouTube with a custom tool that allowed
Bay Shore, with simple configuration settings, to request
and display a single video, multiple videos or an entire
video channel.

•

Listed events where prospects and customers could
connect with the company in person.

•

Improved the sales directory by integrating with Google
Maps. Using geolocation, Bay Shore’s customers who
were looking for service or sales, could connect with the
correct salesperson for their region
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Designing with the user in mind
Based on the approved site map, we created three brand
directions all focused on bringing product images and
technical specs that are so important to this audience to
the forefront without requiring multiple clicks to get to the
information.
The designs not only on differentiated Bay Shore from its
competitors visually, but also highlighted the dependability of
Bay Shore’s products which are 80% custom built. We used
written and downloadable content to effectively communicate
with customers looking for quick rig specification information
while still giving options for those looking for more in-depth
data. We provided “in-the-field” customers with large visible
buttons for mobile devices that linked directly to the Bay
Shore support and maintenance team.

Other design highlights included:
•

A/B testing evaluated the most
effective approach for improving user
conversions, which resulted in the
addition of a sales specific contact
form to the sales page.

•

Integrated, automatic translations
to for Spanish language site used in
Latin America and South America.

•

Localization and language
preferences displayed proper units
of measurement (metric or imperial)
so that customers worldwide would
get accurate information about the
capabilities of Bay Shore products.

Creative directions to choose from
Concept A: Custom rigs for extreme drilling

Concept B: This is a no bull operation

Concept C: Rigs that rock

The result: an increase in leads for sales follow up
Actionable leads increased by 15% within the first three months of the site launch using the
sales directory form.

S E RV IC E & S U P P O RT

MECHANICAL
PROBLEMS DON’T
SCHEDULE
APPOINTMENTS
That’s why our service team is
available 24/7. Call anytime to talk to
a live human over the phone, whether
you need a recommendation for
drilling equipment parts for sale or
need assistance in the field. If we
can’t solve your issue remotely, we’ll
hop on a plane and meet you at your
site. We’ve walked in your work boots
and know that when the job is stalled,
it’s losing money—so we’re here to
get you back up and running quickly.
At Bay Shore, our workday isn’t
finished until yours is.

Let us bring your
website to life.
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